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Chronicles of Narnia by C.S. Lewis—“The Magician’s Nephew” — 2018 

 Copyright 2014—Rev. David Steffenson   SESSION ONE: “The Wrong Door”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Volume six of C.S. Lewis’ Narnia   

Chronicles is a tale about a boy and a 

girl, four magic rings and the origins of 

the magical land of Narnia. Though not 

published until 1955, “The Magician’s 

Nephew” is actually the Prequel to 

“The Lion, The Witch and The        

Wardrobe”. Aslan is both Creator and 

Redeemer, the source of all goodness 

and grace, and the final answer to all 

sin and death. In this book we will see 

why redemption is necessary. 

The boy, Digory Kirke, is responsible for 

bringing evil (Jadis) into Narnia. St. Paul 

reminds us that “sin entered the world 

through one man, and death through 

sin (Romans 5:12). Aslan prophesies, 

“Evil will come of that evil, but it is still a 

long way off, and I will see to it that the 

worst falls upon myself….And as Adam’s 

race has done the harm, Adam’s race 

shall help heal it.” (Genesis 3:15   

prophesies the defeat of sin and death 

on the cross). 

Power (Acts 1:8) is a central theme in 

“The Magician’s Nephew”: the power 

of pride, temptation, sin, and evil. In 

the end, only by refusing to grasp for 

power is Digory and his mother saved. 

The greater power is the power of faith, 

and obedience to the will of God. 
 

LEWIS QUOTE: "For what you see and hear 

depends a good deal on where you are 

standing: It also depends on what sort of a 

person you are."           

 —“Magician’s Nephew” (1955) 

 

Distribute Learner Assessment. This test 

(pages 17-20) will be administered at the end 

of our eight-week class. BUT we want you to 

know the questions in advance. 
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Welcome to the world of Narnia,               

complements of C.S. Lewis. 

Weeks 1-2: View DVD—The Lion, The Witch 

and The Wardrobe and enjoy Turkish Delight. 

Class Schedule:  

Session One—Read Chapter 1 out loud in 

class. Homework: Read Chapter 2 and        

answer questions. 

Session Two—Review Chapter 2 and read 

Chapter 3 in class. Homework: Read Chapter 

4 and answer questions.  

Session Three—Review Chapter 4 and read 

Chapter 5 in class. Homework: Read Chapter 

6 and answer questions. 

Session Four—Review Chapter 6 and read 

Chapter 7 in class. Homework: Read Chapter 

8 and answer questions. 

Session Five—Review Chapter 8 and read 

Chapter 9 in class. Homework: Read Chapter 

10 and answer questions. 

Session Six—Review Chapter 10 and read 

Chapter 11 in class. Homework: Read     

Chapter 12 and answer questions. 

Session Seven—Review Chapter 12 and read 

Chapter 13 in class. Homework: Read     

Chapter 14 and study for Learner                 

Assessment (TEST). 

Session Eight—Review Chapter 14, read 

Chapter 15, & take the Learner Assessment. 

Review learnings from this class. Schedule a 

time to watch the DVD of this Book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C.S. (Clive Staples) Lewis—JACKSIE/JACK 

INTRODUCTION: 

C.S. Lewis was born in Belfast, Ireland on   

November 29, 1898. His full name was Clive 

Staples Lewis. His grandfather was an         

Anglican Priest. At the age of 4, Lewis lost his      

beloved dog Jacksie. Shortly after Jacksie was 

struck and killed by a car, Lewis declared, 

“My name is Jacksie.” At first Lewis refused 

to answer to any other name, but eventually 

he accepted the name Jack. Hence the origin 

of Clive Staples Lewis’ nickname Jack.  

Jack Lewis was baptized into the Christian 

faith, but fell away from the church during 

his years of adolescence. Lewis attributed his 

return to the Church, and the revival of his 

faith (age 31), to the influences of J.R. R.   

Tolkien and other friends.  

Lewis was a professor at Oxford, England,  

delivered wartime radio broadcasts on the 
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subject of Christianity, and was a staunch  

defender of the Christian Faith.  

In 1956, Jack married American writer Joy 

(Gresham) Davidman in a civil ceremony, 

making it possible for her to remain in      

England. Later he fell in love with her and 

they had a Christian Wedding Ceremony. Joy 

was 17 years younger than Jack. Joy died in 

1960 of cancer. Lewis died three years later, 

one week short of his 65th birthday. C.S. 

Lewis’ death coincided with the death of 

John F. Kennedy—November 22, 1963. 

READ Chapter 1—The Wrong Door 

FIRST WORD: Jesus is not one of many doors, 

he is the exclusive door, the only access to 

the Sheepfold and the Father’s love. Read 

John 10:1-10. 

The year is 1900 and the location is London. 

Digory Kirke (age 12) and Polly Plummer (age 

11) meet and spend the cold, wet summer          

exploring the attics above their row houses. 

Digory is living with his Aunt Letty Ketterley 

(bachelorette) and Uncle Andrew Ketterley 

(bachelor), who are taking care of his dying 

mother while his father is away in India. 

Eventually, the two children end up in Uncle 

Andrew’s secret study, which of course is 

strictly off limits. The temptation of the     

yellow ring, leads to Polly’s disappearance. 

Uncle Andrew uses Polly and Digory to       

advance his experiments with no regard for 

their safety. Digory warns Polly not to touch 

the yellow ring, but his warning comes too 

late. Polly disappears.  

Read Matthew 24:4 and Romans 16:18. Jesus 

warns his disciples to be on their guard, to 

watch, lest someone deceive them. St. Paul 

warns the Christians in Rome to beware of 

being naïve and being deceived by smooth 

talk. Polly lets down her guard and the 

smooth talk of Mr. Ketterley gets the best of 

her. In the Garden of Eden, Eve lets down her 

guard and the smooth talk of the Serpent 

gets the best of her & Adam. Lewis’ original 

title for book six was “Polly & Digory”. 

 

WORD POWER:   

Blub—to cry.  
 

Buffer—a foolish old man.  
 

Cistern—a hot water tank.  
 

Coiner—someone who makes fake coins. 
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QUESTIONS:  

1. Read Colossians 1:26-27. What’s THE        

Mystery? Who are the main characters       

introduced in Chapter 1? How do they meet? 

Why has the boy been crying?  

 

 

 

2. What is the setting? Where does the story 

take place, and what time of year is it? How 

does the weather affect the adventure?  

 

 

3. What did Polly discover in the box-room 

(storage room) in the attic? What use did she 

make of her discovery?  

 

 

 

4. Is Mr. Ketterley (Uncle Andrew) really mad 

(weird, odd, crazy)?  

 

 

5. Digory says that his uncle has “awful eyes”. 

How do we know that Uncle Andrew has evil 

intent? Why does he lock the doors? Does 

“curiosity kill the cat”? Chapter 1 ends with a 

question...WHAT WILL DIGORY DO? 

 

 

Homework: Read Chapter 2 (Digory and His 

Uncle) and answer the following  questions:  

1. What do the children learn about Uncle 

Andrew in Chapter 2? What kind of a person 

is he? How would you describe his           

character?  

 

 

 

 

2. Uncle Andrew thinks he is much too     

special to have to follow rules. What’s it like 

to be around people who think that rules 

don’t apply to them? 
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LEWIS QUOTE:  

“The trouble about trying 

to make yourself stupider 

than you really are is 

that you very often     

succeed.” 

“Magician’s Nephew” (1955) 

3. In Narnia, some magic is good & some   

isn’t good. Good magic brings joy & healing. 

Bad magic brings evil & suffering. What kind 

of magic does Uncle Andrew practice?  

 

 

4. What wisdom does Proverbs 10:32 have 

for us? Who are some of the evil characters 

you have read about in books? Did any of 

them turn out to be good in the end? 

 

 

 

5. Did Digory do the right thing in touching 

the yellow ring? Does yellow take you out of 

this world and green bring you back? Uncle 

Andrew says, “Hopefully”. 
 

 

 

 

Closing Prayer! 

SESSION TWO: “The Wood Between the 

Worlds” 

LEWIS QUOTE: “No great wisdom can be 

reached without sacrifice.” 

— “Magician’s Nephew” (1955) 
 

REVIEW: Summarize Chapter 1 and Discuss 

Chapter 2 & Questions. 

READ Chapter 3. 

FIRST WORD:  

Uncle Andrew says that rules don’t apply to 

him, because he possesses hidden wisdom. 

But is it wisdom from above (God) or from 

below (Satan)? Read James 3:15. Uncle      

Andrew describes himself as a great scholar, 

the magician. Mrs. Lefay—Andrew’s God-

mother instructed him to burn the contents 

of a special box (unopened) when she passed 

away. Andrew promised to dispose of the 

box, but didn’t keep his promise.  

Uncle Andrew figured out that the DUST in 

the envelope, was from another world. If he 

could put it in a usable form, then it could 

function as a portal for time travel.          

Eventually he made yellow rings to take a 

person there and green rings to bring a     

person back; but the theory hasn’t been  

tested, and Uncle Andrew is a coward to try 

it himself.  

Digory keeps asking about the fate of his 

dear friend Polly, but Uncle Andrew cares 

little about her and even less about the  

guinea pigs. They are all just expendable 
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tools in service of his experiments.  

It’s all been a trap, planned by Uncle Andrew. 

He knows that Digory will do anything to  

rescue his friend Polly. A pair of gloves (skin 

contact is required to activate the power of 

the rings) keeps one from being transported 

by the rings. Uncle Andrew has a hateful 

smile.  

The Wood between the Worlds is a sort of 

spiritual wayside where the children exercise 

choice. It is a peaceful place, but it is not    

intended to be one’s final destination. Digory 

is bold and brave. He surfaces from the clear 

pool water and meets up with Polly. They are 

surrounded by many pools, promising many 

worlds and many adventures. After a practice 

run, they pick a pool and jump.  

WORD POWER:   

Charwoman—cleaning lady.  

Jawing—a lot of talking. 

Gassing—talking too much. 

Showing the White Feather—acting like a 

coward. 

Chivalry—bravery and honor. 

Pluck—courage & determination.  
 

Chapter 3  - Questions: 

How is the Wood between the Worlds like 
the tunnel in the attic? The similarity          
between the two places gives the boy a wild 
idea. What is it? Don’t forget the bread 
crumbs. What big mistake did Digory almost 
make? Why is it important that Digory and 
Polly practice (test) their theory of the rings 
before jumping into an unknown pool? How 
is their jumping a leap of faith? How is faith 
an adventure for us? In the Wood between 
the Worlds the children need to reclaim their 
memories. What causes the children to      
remember who they are and where they 
have come from? Why is important that the 
children not stay in the Wood too long? 
 

Homework: Read Chapter 4 (The Bell and 

the Hammer) and answer the following  

questions: 

1. What temptation does Digory face? Was 

he foolish to ring the golden bell? Earlier it 

was Polly who faced temptation. 
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2. Does it seem like magic forced Digory to 

fall into temptation? Are there reasons why 

he should (or shouldn’t) have done what he 

did? What does James 1:13 say about    

temptation? 

 

 

3. Read Genesis 3. How did sin enter the  

Garden of Eden? Whose fault is the fall? 

 
 

Closing Prayer! 
 

SESSION THREE: “The Deplorable Word” 

LEWIS QUOTE: Jadis says, “I was the 

Queen. They were all my people. What else 

were they there for but to do my will.”  

— “Magician’s Nephew” (1955) 
 

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 4 & Questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

READ Chapter 5. 

FIRST WORD:  

Digory and Polly explore a dark, ruined world 

where no one has lived for centuries. In a 

huge hall they discover statues of people 

dressed in elegant clothing. Ignoring       

warnings, Digory strikes a golden bell with a 

hammer. Digory says to Polly, “We can’t get 

out of it now. We will always be wondering 

what else would have happened if we had 

struck the bell.” Curiosity & the Cat! Jadis is 

beautiful, but frightening. Awakened by the 

bell, Jadis takes Digory and Polly on a tour of 

the ruined city of Charn, which she destroyed 

by speaking the “deplorable word”.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

WORD POWER:   
 

Dotty—crazy, mentally unbalanced. 
 

Pound—British unit of money. 
 

Incantations—words with magical power. 
 

Minions—lowly & powerless followers. 
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Chapter 5—Questions:  

What do the children learn about Queen  

Jadis in Chapter 5? Jadis chooses victory at 

any cost, takes responsibility for nothing, is 

proud and self-obsessed, and thinks of     

herself as a god. What is the “deplorable 

word”? Lewis never tells us. The fall of Charn 

shows that the ultimate threat—whatever it 

is—is born out of the depravity of the heart. 

How would you describe Jadis’ character? Do 

you see any similarities between her and  

Uncle Andrew? Why does Jadis want to go to 

the children’s world? What is it that catches 

her interest, causing a "hungry and greedy 

look" on her face?  

 

Homework: Read Chapter 6 (The Beginning 

of Uncle Andrew’s Troubles) & answer the        

following questions:  

1. How does Jadis treat Uncle Andrew? What 

does that tell us about Jadis? What new 

word does Lewis use to describe her?  

 

 

2. What more do we learn about Uncle      

Andrew in this chapter? Why had be become 

a magician (vain as a peacock)?  

 

 

3. Why do you suppose that Jadis began to 

lose her beauty and strength while in the 

Wood between the Worlds?  

 

 

4. Why is Uncle Andrew being foolish when 

he dresses up for Queen Jadis?  

 

 

5. Read Ephesians 4:26-27 and Colossians 

3:12-13. Digory tells Polly that he is sorry. 

Why do apologies matter? What does, 

“Don’t let the sun set on your anger” mean?  

 

 

 

Closing Prayer! 
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SESSION FOUR: “The Front Door” 

LEWIS QUOTE: “There are only two kinds 

of people: those who say to God, ‘Thy will 

be done,’ and those to whom God says, ‘All 

right, then, have it your way.’”  

 — “The Great Divorce” (1945) 

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 6 & Questions. 

READ Chapter 7. 

FIRST WORD:  

Queen Jadis follows Digory and Polly all the 

way back to Uncle Andrew’s study. Jadis     

announces, “Tomorrow I will begin the     

conquest of the world.” Jadis storms out the 

room, ready for a night out on the town.    

Digory says, “Jiminy! She’s lose in London. 

And with uncle Andrew. I wonder what on 

earth is going to happen now?” In London, 

the witch, stripped of her powers, but        

behaving as if she has them, is a comic       

figure. What is comical about Jadis? 
 

WORD POWER:   

Deucedly—Devilish or crazily 

Hansom—A horse-drawn carriage 

Pax—Truce or make peace 

Twopence—British Coin = 2 pennies 

Sal volatile—Smelling salts 

Chapter 7  - Questions: 

In the world of London, the Witch doesn’t 
seem so scary anymore. Why is that? This 
chapter is filled with many episodes of       
humor. What do you think is the funniest 
thing that happened? What does Jadis   
shoplift? When C.S. Lewis was 9 years old, his 
mother got cancer. He prayed for her       
healing, but she died. Lewis grieved her loss 
for the rest of his life. Why is Digory so       
interested in the lady who brings some 
grapes for his mother? What idea does it put 
in his head? What does Aunt Letty say about 
the grapes? What letter of the alphabet does 
the Cabby have trouble pronouncing?  
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 SESSION FIVE: “The Founding of Narnia” 

LEWIS QUOTE: “There were no words. 

There was hardly even a tune. But it was  

beyond comparison, the most beautiful 

noise he had ever heard.”  

 — “Magician’s Nephew” (1955) 

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 8 & Questions. 

READ Chapter 9. 

FIRST WORD:  

In “The Magician’s Nephew”, we learn that 

Aslan is not only Narnia’s Savior, but also its 

Creator. The Bible tells us that Jesus is the 

WORD of God, who existed in the Beginning, 

and that all things were created by Him (John 

1:1-5). The Word was with God and the Word 

was God. The Light shines in the darkness 

and the darkness cannot overcome it.      

Genesis 1 tells us that with a WORD God      

created everything that exists, out of      

nothing.  

Homework: Read Chapter 8 (The Fight at 

the Lamp-Post) and answer the following  

questions: 

1. The Witch hurts others when she flies into 

a rage. Give examples. What does she use for 

a weapon? 

 

 

2. We get our first glimpse of Aslan after a 

Voice begins to sing a world into existence. 

How do the listeners respond? Read John 

3:20. Who loves and who hates the Light?   

 

 

3. Read Genesis 1:1-10, 14-19. How does 

God create the world?  

 

 

 

4. Aslan sings to bring Narnia into existence. 

According to Zephaniah 3:17, why does God 

sing?  

 

 

5. What kind of person do you think the   

Cabby is? Why do you suppose that Jadis and 

Uncle Andrew both hated the Voice of the 

Lion?  

 

 

Closing Prayer! 
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WORD POWER:   

Guns be blowed—Expression of surprise 

Stow it, Guv’nor—Shut up, fellow 

Yeomanry—British Army, Calvary 

Tally-ho! Tantivy!—“Let’s Go!” 

Jackdaw—Bird in the Crow Family 
 

Chapter 9  - Questions: 

The Witch lost her temper and threw a piece 

of iron bar (Lamp-Post) at Aslan. Why didn’t 

the Lion seem to even notice? How is the 

story of Narnia’s beginning like that of the 

Genesis story? The word Genesis means 

“Beginning”. When Digory saw Narnia magic 

at work, what dream did he dream of? What 

dreams are dancing in Uncle Andrew’s head? 

Why do you think that Aslan touched the   

animals, two at a time, on the noses? The 

swift flash of fire reminds us of Pentecost. 

Why are some of the animals given the gift of 

speech (Talking Beasts)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Homework: Read Chapter 10 (The First 

Joke) & answer the following questions:  

1. Narnia is the land of youth. How do we 

know that the soil has regenerative powers? 

 

 

2. “For jokes as well as justice come in with 

speech.” Does the jackdaw make the first 

joke or is he the first joke? What makes God 

laugh? 

 

 

3. When the animals speak, Uncle Andrew 

hears only growling. His ears are deaf to the 

Truth. What does Ephesians 4:18 say?  

 

 

 

Closing Prayer! 
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SESSION SIX: “Double Trouble” 

LEWIS QUOTE: “I am trying here to prevent  

anyone saying the really foolish thing that people 

often say about Him: I’m ready to accept Jesus as a 

great moral teacher, but I don’t accept his claim to 

be God. That is the one thing we must not say. A 

man who was merely a man and said the sort of 

things Jesus said would not be a great moral  

teacher. He would either be a lunatic — on the level 

with the man who says he is a poached egg — or 

else he would be the Devil of Hell. You must make 

your choice. Either this man was, and is, the Son of 

God, or else a madman or something worse. You 

can shut him up for a fool, you can spit at him and 

kill him as a demon or you can fall at his feet and 

call him Lord and God, but let us not come with any 

patronizing nonsense about his being a great      

human teacher. He has not left that open to us. He 

did not intend to.”  

— “Mere Christianity” (1952) 
 

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 10 & Questions. 

READ Chapter 11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

FIRST WORD:  

Digory and his uncle are both in trouble. At 

first Digory refers to the Witch’s arrival in  

Narnia as an accident. Then he tries to blame 

Uncle Andrew or the enchantment. Aslan’s 

questions force Digory to face the Truth,  

confess his sins, and take responsibility for 

his actions. In Genesis 3:8-13, God questions 

Adam and Eve about eating the forbidden 

fruit. They too want to pass the buck, and 

play the blame game. In the end sinners     

always end up pointing the finger at God.       

I John 1:8-9 promises forgiveness to those 

who confess their sins. Digory may have 

brought evil into Narnia, but he didn’t create 

it. Aslan says “Evil will come from that evil, 

but it is still a long ways off, and I will see to 

it that the worst falls upon myself. And as  

Adam’s race has done the harm, Adam’s race 

shall help heal it.” Genesis 3:15 prophesies 

the defeat of sin and death on the cross—

Messiah will crush the head of the Serpent. 

In Aslan’s pledge, we hear echoes of Isaiah 

53:5—the punishment that brings us peace 

was laid upon Jesus. 

WORD POWER:   

Curvet—light leap by a horse 
 

Chapter 11  - Questions: 

The Cabby would be content to live in Narnia 

forever if his wife is by his side. So what does 

Aslan do? In Genesis 2 God creates a perfect 

partner for the Human Being: Adam and Eve. 

The Cabby and his wife, Nellie, become the 

first King and Queen of Narnia. What          

instructions does Aslan give to The Cabby 

and his wife? Remember, in Chapter 8 the 
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Cabby was the first to sing a hymn in time of 

trouble. Aslan says that He has known the 

Cabby and the Cabby knows Him. But they’ve 

just met. What does Aslan mean? How does 

Psalm 139:15-16 help us to understand 

Aslan’s words? 

Homework: Read Chapter 12 (Strawberry’s 

Adventure) & answer the following         

questions:  

1. Aslan asks Digory, “Are you ready to undo 

the wrong you have done to my sweet   

country of Narnia on the very day of its 

birth?” How does Digory respond? What 

must Digory do? How does Aslan empower 

Digory for the mission ahead?  

 

2. How does Aslan respond to Digory’s plea 

of mercy for his mother? Read John 11:32-

36. What made Jesus weep? 

 

 

3. What is Aslan’s wish? How will an apple 

and its seed provide protection in Narnia? 

 

 

4. What becomes Digory and Polly’s mode of 

transportation? What is Strawberry’s new 

name? What is Nellie’s new name? 
 

 

 

 

 

Closing Prayer! 

 

SESSION SEVEN: “An Unexpected Meeting” 

LEWIS QUOTE: “All their life in this world and 

all their adventures in Narnia had only been the 

cover and the title page: now at last they were   

beginning Chapter One of the Great Story which no 

one on earth has read: which goes on forever: in 

which every chapter is better than the one before.” 

— “The Last Battle” (1956) 

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 12 & Questions. 

READ Chapter 13. 

FIRST WORD:  

Digory and Polly find themselves hungry 

while flying on Fledge toward the Garden  

beyond the Western Wild. Fledge offers the 
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children some of his grass, but they decline. 

Digory suggests that Polly use the ring and 

return home. But she is determined to    

complete the mission with Digory. They end 

up eating four pieces each of Toffee and 

plant the final piece in the ground hoping 

that it will become a Toffee Tree (Remember 

the Lamp-Post?).  

WORD POWER:   

Forbear—hold back, resist 

Pelt—to move at a rapid pace 

Forbear—waterfall, great downpour 

Chapter 13  - Questions: 

One might call Chapter 13 “Digory’s            

Redemption”. Unlike Adam and Eve in the 

Garden of Eden, Digory does not believe the 

lies of the Witch/Serpent and take the fruit 

for his own purposes. Unlike the incident in 

the ancient city of Charn (bell and hammer), 

he resists the desire to “know what would 

happen”. Digory resists temptation and 

obeys Aslan. What advice does James 4:7 

give us? What color are the apples on the 

tree? Who do you think the Bird in the Tree       

represents? Who had been near Fledge and 

the children in the dark the night before? Did 

you notice that Digory entered the Garden 

by the Gate? How did the Witch get in? Jesus 

says that he is the GATE/DOOR (John 10:1-

10). Jadis tempts Digory to do the wrong 

thing (steal) for a good reason (to save his 

mother). What does Ezekiel 47:12 and      

Revelation 22:1-2, 14 tell us about heavenly 

trees full of life-giving power? What is 

written in Silver Letters on the Golden Gates 

of the Garden? 
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Homework: Read Chapter 14 (The Planting 

of the Tree), study for Learner Assessment, & 

answer the following questions:  

1. Alsan commends Digory for a job well 

done. What does Aslan tell the Narnians? 

The tree is their Shield and guarding it must 

be their first care.  

 

 

2. Read Galatians 6:7. What warning and 

promise does this Scripture Verse offer? 

 

 

3. The Cabby (Frank) and his wife (Helen) are 

crowned. What happens to Uncle Andrew? 

Why can’t Aslan do anything for Uncle        

Andrew? What does Aslan give to Digory 

from the Tree of Protection?   

 

 

4. What does Digory learn about death and 

living forever (immortality)?  

 

 

5. Why do you think Aslan chose a humble 

Cabby to be King of Narnia? Who did Jesus 

choose for His disciples? What does First   

Corinthians 1:27-29 tell us about God’s 

choosing? 

 

Closing Prayer! 

 

SESSION EIGHT: “To BE Continued” 

REVIEW: Discuss Chapter 14 & Questions. 

READ Chapter 15. 

Review Chapter 14, read Chapter 15, and 

take Learner Assessment (pages 17-20).     

Review learnings from this class. Schedule a 

time to watch the DVD of this Book. 

FIRST WORD:  

Before sending Digory and Polly back to   

London, Aslan gives them a warning: 

“Beware lest Adam’s Race share the fate of 

Charn”. Aslan also gives them a command: 

“Bury the rings where no one will find them.” 

Will they obey Aslan or disregard wisdom 

from above (remember Uncle Andrew’s  

command from his Godmother regarding the 

DUST?)? Once home Digory feeds his mother 

the Silver Apple. Things go from better to 

best. How much time has passed in London 

LEWIS QUOTE:  

“This was the very reason why 

you were brought to Narnia, that 

by knowing me here for a little, 

you may know me better there.” 

“The Voyage of the Dawn                

Treader” (1952) 
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LEWIS QUOTE:  

“When we Christians behave 

badly, or fail to behave well, 

we are making Christianity 

unbelievable to the outside 

world.”  

“Mere Christianity” (1952) 

between the wreck at the Lamp-Post and the   

children’s return? What do we know about 

Narnia Time? Who sleeps through Aslan’s 

last conversation with Digory and Polly?  

As this story comes to an end we learn the 

mysterious origin of the Wardrobe which 

transports the Pevensie children to their    

adventures in Narnia in “The Lion, The Witch, 

and the Wardrobe”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aslan tells Digory that “All get what they 

want: they do not always like it.” The Witch 

is reaping what she has sown. The gift that 

Aslan gives to Digory (Silver Apple from the 

Tree of Protection) will heal Digory’s mother 

and give joy, but it will not give endless life. 

Eternal Life is found only in God’s Son, Jesus. 

Aslan reminds the children that they need no 

magical rings for transportation when He is 

with them. After giving the apple to his 

mother, Digory buries the apple core and 

seeds in the Garden behind the house. An 

Apple Tree grows. A storm blew the tree 

down and Professor Digory Kirke had it made 

into a Wardrobe. Did you notice how the   

story ended for Uncle Andrew?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

WHAT DID YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT THIS 

STORY? 

 

 

 

 

Two books, A Family Guide to Narnia by 

Christian Ditchfield (2003); and Roar by 

Heather Kopp with David Kopp (2005) are 

both excellent resources for this class! 

ROAR! 
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Learner Assessment: Confirmation 
Review—2018 

 

       I. Multiple Choice 
A.  C.S. Lewis’ full name is 

1. Charles Steven Lewis 
2. Clive Staples Lewis 
3. Cindy Susan Lewis 
4. Cain Samson Lewis 

 

B. What other famous person died the 
same day that C. S. Lewis died (Nov. 22, 1963) 

 1. Abraham Lincoln 
 2. Mother Teresa 
 3. John F. Kennedy 

4. Babe Ruth 
 

C.  Who is still living on Baker Street in London when our story first begins? 
 1. King Arthur 
 2. Obi-Wan Kenobi 
 3. Sherlock Holmes 
 

D.   C.S. Lewis’ original title for “The Magician’s Nephew”... 
      1. Book #6 
      2. Polly & Digory 
      3. The Prequel  
 4. The Silver Apple 
 

E.  The Rings only work if... 
1. They are touching skin 
2. You say, “Hocus-Pocus” 
3. You say, “Abra-Cadabra” 
 

F.  Who gave Uncle Andrew the secret box? 
 1. His sister Letty 
 2. Sherlock Holmes 
 3. His Godmother, Mrs. LeFay 
 

G. What character is Digory in “The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe”? 
 1. Professor Kirke 
 2. Peter 
 3. Edmund 
 4. Mr. Tumnus 
 

H. Why did Digory ring the bell with the hammer? 
1. Because Polly was too afraid to do it herself. 
2. Because he wanted to see what would happen. 
3. Because he hoped to wake the room of statues. 

 4. Because Aslan told him to. 
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I. Who started singing a hymn in the darkness of the new world of Narnia? 
 1. Digory 
 2. The Cabby 
 3. Strawberry 
 4. Uncle Andrew 
 

J. Why did Queen Jadis speak the “deplorable word”?  
 1. Her sister wouldn’t yield her the throne. 
 2. She didn’t think it would really work. 
 3. She believed it would give her eternal life. 
 4. Aslan told her to do it. 
 
 
II. True or False 
 
 

1. There is only one door that leads to Eternal Life and Jesus is THE DOOR.  T or F 
2. C.S. Lewis died one week short of his 65th birthday.     T or F 
3. Digory Kirke and Polly Plummer are both 18 years old when our story begins. T or F 
4. Uncle Andrew and Aunt Letty are husband and wife.     T or F 
5. God tempts those whom He loves.           T or F 
6. The Deplorable Word is “the Atomic Bomb”.      T or F 
7. When C. S. Lewis was nine years old his mother got cancer and died.   T or F 

 8. The Bible tells us that it’s okay not to forgive someone who has hurt you.  
  Just watch sunsets instead!        T or F 

9. The Cabby can’t pronounce the letter “H”.       T or F 
 10. Digory listens to the Witch Jadis and eats a Silver Apple in the Garden.   T or F 
 
 

       III. Multiple Choice 
 

A. What happened to Polly when she came home with wet shoes? 
1. She was sent to bed without any dinner. 
2. She was grounded for 2 weeks. 
3. She had to apologize to Digory’s aunt for getting her carpet wet.  
4. She had dinner without the good parts and was sent to bed for 2 hours. 
 

B.  Uncle Andrew prepares himself for a night out on the town with Jadis by... 
 1. Drinking two glasses of orange juice. 
 2. Putting on his best frockcoat, some cologne and his eye-glass. 
 3. Borrowing 50 pounds from his sister Letty. 

4. Getting his hansom out of the garage. 
 

C.  The Wood Between the Worlds is 
 1. A calm quiet place, full of life; a rich place, as rich as plumcake. 
 2. A dreamy place where people fall asleep and soon forget everything (amnesia).  
 3. A connecting hub (like an airport or an attic tunnel connecting Row Houses) with dozens of 
 pools only inches deep. 
 4. All of the Above. 
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D.  Rules don’t apply to Uncle Andrew because... 
 1. He possesses special wisdom. He is a scholar; the Magician! 
 2. He’s not a carpenter. 
 3. Rules are the work of the Devil. 
 4. Rules are only for girls. 
 

E.  Who becomes the first King and Queen of Narnia? 
 1. Edmund and Lucy. 
 2. A Cabby named Frank and his wife Nellie/Helen. 
 3. Digory and Polly. 
 4. Uncle Andrew and Jadis. 
 

F.  Aslan commissions Frank and Helen to... 
 1. Rule, name, and protect the creatures. 
 2. Farm Narnia and grow food.  
 3. Not to have favorites and to teach their children to rule wisely.  
 4. Lead the charge when defending Narnia in battle. 
 5. All of the above. 
 

G.  Message written on the pillar in the land of Charn next to the golden bell and hammer: 
 1. “No trespassing” 
 2. Poetry: “Make your choice, adventurous Stranger, Strike the bell and bide the danger, Or 
 wonder till it drives you mad, What would have followed if you had.” 
 3. “Click the heels of your shoes and say, ‘There is no place like home’”. 
 4. “When you wish upon a star, Makes no difference who you are; Anything your heart        
 desires, Will come to you.” 
 

H.  Polly’s disappearance from Uncle Andrew’s Study is... 
 1. Carefully planned and orchestrated by Uncle Andrew. 
 2. An accident. No one is to blame. 
 3. Digory’s fault, because he persuaded Polly to touch the yellow ring. 
  

I.   One of the first things Polly notices when she lands in Uncle Andrew’s forbidden study is... 
 1. Three mice playing by a roaring fire. 
 2. Guinea pigs with rings around their feet. 
 3. Aunt Letty sleeping in a high-backed armchair. 
 4. A bright red wooden tray with rings in pairs, one yellow and one green. 
 
 

J.   Uncle Andrew doesn’t test his theory with himself as the guinea pig because... 
 1. The rings are too small for his fingers. 
 2. He is a coward. 
 3. He is color-blind.  
 4. Digory and Polly won’t let him. 
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IV. True or False 
 
 

1. Digory is crying because his father is in India, his mother is dying, and he                                    
has to live with his Uncle Andrew who is mad.      T or F 

2. Polly struck the golden bell to get even with Digory.     T or F 
3. The Voice of a Lion, singing a song, brings Narnia into existence.   T or F 
4. The lighted Lamp-Post in Narnia (Lantern Waste) was originally a weapon                                     

in the hands of Jadis.                  T or F 
5. Aslan tells the talking beasts that “jokes as well as justice come in with speech.”  T or F 
6. It was Digory’s idea to mark the pool in the Wood that takes one to London.  T or F 
7. The Jackdow made the first joke in Narnia.      T or F 
8. Digory confesses to Aslan that he is responsible for bringing evil into Narnia.  T or F 
9. When Digory asks Aslan for something to cure his mother, the Lion cries.  T or F 
10. Uncle Andrew threw an iron bar from the London Lamp-Post at the Lion.  T or F 
  
V. Matching 
 
 

_____  Atlantis     A. Horse-drawn carriage 
_____ Genesis 3:15     B. A story that precedes an earlier work 
_____ Silver Apple      C. Andrew’s sister; Digory’s sick mother 
_____ Jadis      D. Bird in the Crow Family 
_____ Sal volatile     E. A flying, talking horse; aka Strawberry 
_____ Prequel     F. Messiah will crush the head of Satan 
_____ Mabel      G. The source of the DUST (rings) 
_____ Jackdow     H. A dem fine woman. A superb creature  
_____ Fledge      I. Smelling salts 
_____ Hansom     J. Garden fruit, healing and protection  

 
      VI. Final Questions: 
 
A.  What is your most favorite part of the story of “The Magician’s Nephew”?  
 
 
 
 

B.  Where does the Wardrobe come from? What final warning 
 and command does Aslan give to Digory? 
 
 
 
 

C.  How is this story similar to the story of Creation and Fall  
 found in Genesis 1-3 and the Book of Revelation? 


